ATTENTION!
MLL STUDENTS!

New French, Japanese, and Spanish programs
(effective Summer 2006)

French:

73 units (requiring one more elective) for major; 77 units
for single subject credential (requiring ML 396 instead of
ML 496, plus ML 403)

New ML 496 (prerequisite ML 403 and approval by
CHAIR) is a TA training course.

Japanese:

65 units (requiring one more elective) for major; 69 units
for single subject credential (requiring ML 396 instead of
ML 496, plus ML 403)

Spanish:

73 units (requiring one more elective) for major; 77 units
for single subject credential (requiring ML 396 instead of
ML 496, plus ML 403)

New ML 496 (prerequisite ML 403 and approval by
CHAIR) is a TA training course

Prerequisite for SPAN 403 is ENG 305 instead of ENG 401